Non-antibiotic, efficient selection for alfalfa genetic engineering.
A selectable marker gene (SMG), usually conferring resistance to an antibiotic or herbicide, is generally introduced into the plant cells with the gene(s) for the trait of interest to allow only the cells that have integrated and express the foreign sequences to regenerate into a plant. The availability of several SMGs for each plant species is useful for both basic and applied research to combine several genes of interest in the same plant. A selection system based on gabaculine (3-amino-2,3-dihydrobenzoic acid) as the selective substance and the bacterial hemL gene [encoding a mutant for of the enzyme glutamate 1-semialdehyde aminotransferase (GSA-AT)] as the SMG was previously used for genetic transformation of tobacco. The hemL gene is a good candidate for a safe SMG, because GSA-AT is present in all plants and is likely involved in one metabolic step only, so that unintended effects of its overexpression in plants are not probable. In this work, we have compared this new selection system with the conventional, kanamycin-based system for alfalfa Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. The hemL and NptII genes were placed together into a T-DNA under the control of identical promoters and terminators. We show that the gabaculine-based system is more efficient than the conventional, kanamycin-based system. The inheritance of hemL was Mendelian, and no obvious phenotypic effect of its expression was observed.